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hroughout the world, European field
optics are lmown as the benchmark
for precision and qualiff. Althogh
not necessarily affordable for all,

most hunters will have come across high-
class ritescopes, binoculars or spotting
scopes from the likes of Hensoldt ZeiSs,
Leica, Schrnidt & Bender and Swarovski
Optik. Each of these tier-one suppliers
has originally come to t}re market down
different paths, specialising in one item
such as binoculars (in Swarovski's case),
and later expanding into other product
groups over the decades as experience,
expertise and capital accumuhted to
support this growth.

Given the presence ofthe Swarovski
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narne in t}re field optics market, and the
seemingly relenfless growtl in interest
in longer-range hunting, it might surprise
many to learn that Swarovski has not
had a dedicated'long-range' rifl escope to
offer for many years. This is something
that the likes of Schmidt & Bender (the
martet leader in high-end tactical scopes)
and Hensoldt Zeiss have committed them.
se"lves to quite a wiile ago. As a relative
latecomer, Swarovski knew that it had to
come up with something special to gain a
foothold in an area requiring the outer edge
in perfoimarice.

Following several years of develop-
ment, Swarovski has announced the lew
X5D(5i (illuminated vith 10 brigbtness

settings) range of riflescopes, released 'in
the flesh'at the Melbourne SSAA SHOT
Expo. Swarovskireceived a lot ofpositive
feedback, but it is only in the field that
the value ofany product of this type Ca4
be truly evaluated. To this erd, Swarovski
invited the media to put the X5 through
its paces, notjust on t}e range, but in a
genuine huating setting, in what most
Australian hunters would see as the chal-
lenging conditions ofthe New Zealand
Alps. This is a first for Swarovski and quite
a courageous step, given the limitations for
field testing in Europe prior to release.

Long-range shooting at the extremes
demands a total package where absolutell'
everything needs to work, The essentials
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are specialist rifles made to exacting
tolerances that would normally stifi with
cartridges such as the 6.5-.284 at entry
level, working all the way up to the .460
Steyr and .50 BMG at the eitreme end of
the scale. Appropriate component selec-
tion and load development for ammunition,
including pressure testing and ballistic
performance, are crucial. Training in the
use of sophisticated and complex ballistic
program hardware and software is also a

basic requirement. The last vital neces-
sity is, of course, the sighting system. If
any one of these assets falls short, nothing
in the quaiities of the oiher elements can
retrieve the situation. Swarovski has gone
to extraordinary lengths to ensure that the
new XVX5i sighting system is the most
reliable link in any long-range package.

Now, when it comes to long-range optics,
there are two schools of usage: those
who depend entirely on the turret adjust-

and windage, and those who prefer to use
the reticle ladders or grids in a variety of
options. The Swarovski X5 and XSi scopes
come in two primary configurations: the
3.5-18x50 and the 5-25x56. Both arrive
with the option for iiluminated reticles,
offered in four uncluttered and refreshingly
usable variants. These arq essentially the
conventional PLEX, a one-MOA (4WX)
and two-MOA (BRM) rangefinding reticle,
plus a hybrid target cross-hair version
called the 4W. At this stage, the available
product range is limited to MoA-based
reticles (except the conventional PLEX)
wittr quarter-MoA turret adjusters. And
one-eighth-MoA turrets are an option for
the top magnification unit.

A11 the current models operate on the
second focal plane, meaning that the size
of thq r,qtlcle remains fixed at all times,
with only the image changing in propor-
tion when the magnification is adjusted
up and down. This system requires the
understanding that the range estima-
tion and point of impact correction func-
tions (subtension) has to be set during
the production process. The result is
that the MOA assumptions as viewed
on rangefinding reticle options are oniy
accurate at the specified magnification as
manufactured. It is possible to recalculate
these ratios, but how easily this is done is
largely dependent on the original setting.

Swarovski has chosen to set the subten-
sion at the maximum magnification in
both models. If lower magnification is
required, the only other setting where the
reticle will regain easily calculated ratio
accuracy is 9 for the 3.5-18x50 and 12.5
for the 5-25x56 models. This situation is
absolutely fine for target shooting, but
introduces challenges for those shooting
on the edges of light conditions, such as

deer hunters.
For maximum light transfer on the edge

of legal daylight, the 3.5-18x50 would
have to be set at 7x, and the 5-25x56 put
on 8x. The exit pupil diameter formula is
the objective lens diamete4, divided by the
magnification power to give the exit pupil
or beam of light received at the eye at the
specified focal length - 95mm ftom the
ocular lens in the case of the Swarovski.
The pupil of young, healthy eyes can open
up to 7mm, with ageing eyes headed to
a maximum of around 5.6mm. More light
cannot be used, with smaller exit beams
discounting maximum light transfer. A E
56mm/8x gives an exit pupii of 7mm. .;:

ments for elevation
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To my way of thinking, a dedicated
hunting scope would have a subtension
that was applicable to optimal light transfer,
set say at 16x on t}te 5-25x56. This would
allow easy mental recalculation at 8 and
24x settings, providing the greatest range
of flexibility and application usage.

Swarovski does provide a phone-based
app for precise subtension calculation
and this would be fine lor target work,
but for field application, it unnecessarily
complicates matters. Of course, this is
not an issue to those using the PLEX
reticle, whose users are solely depending

on turret adjustment. A first focal plane
model option, where the image and reticle
magnification ratio remains constant, would
be another way to address the issue. This
is something for consideration as the range
expands, as no doubt it will.

Optically, the lenses used in the X5 are
as good as glass can be. Image clarity has
been achieved through constant state-of-
the-art research, with Swarovski investing
heavily in botll glass quality and coatiags.
While Swarovski's lenses are in the top
rank performance-wise, they are also
expensive to produce, so it comes back to
the old adage 'you get what you pay for,,

The turret adjustments in the XS have
also set new benchmarks. While other
scopes offer a similar range ofadjust-
ment for windage and elevation as the X5,
the amazing thing is that this has been
achieved in a 30mm tube scope, as opposed
to the 34mm maintube approach used by
market rivals. This has been achieved
tlrough developments in the cantilevered
spring retertion system. While this set-up
is complex, it is undoubtedly robust, clini-
cally precise and ultimately repeatable. AII
these feat:res were tested in some of the
harshest field coaditioas imaginable, on
some serious recoil rifle platforms, all the
way out to a mile on the day.

The elevation adjustment range on the
3.5-18x50 is 116 MOA (windage 62 MOA).
and 82 MOA (windage S0 MOA) for the
!25x56 model. The elevation turret has
an easy-to.read rotation count indicato4
with 20 MOA, or 80 quarter-MoA clicks
per rotation. Seated on a 20 or B0 MOA
rail, this is way beyond the transonic or
the sonic range of even the most extreme 5
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cartridges, especially when the reticle
ladder is added to the equation. It is over-
whelmingly more than any bullet can be

relied upon for hunting purposes. Some

American and Japanese products have an

even greater range of adjustment in their
34mm scopes. They are also substantially
larger and heavier. However, how much
more than enough can anyone use?

The X5 has the standard capacity for
subzero targeting (allowing precise shot
placement at shorter ranges than the zero
setting) on the BRM and 4WX reticle
options, making this sighting system both
a flexible long-rarrge and general-purpose
product. These scopes also include the
now-standard requirements for zero setting
the turret caps, and limited for overtravel
in each direction. Swarovski also offers a

customised turret carn that enables eleva-
tion markers set for distance based on the
specific ballistic performance of a custom-
er's particular rifle/cartridge combination.
This feature can tre easily restored to the
origrnal standard factory settings by the
owne6 which only enhances its versatility
and user-frieldliness.

Given the potential applications for
this scope, the requirement for a fast-
focus diopter and parallax adjustment is

automatic, These mechanisms were as

smooth and precise as you would expect'
Depending on the model and illumination
options selected, the weight of the X5 is in
the 850 to 9109 range, which is close to the
lightest in class, considerably lighter than
the PMII and ATACR 5-25x56 by about
170g.

While the dimensions for length of the
maintube were not provided or measured,
by observation there is more than sufficient
tube length to allow ideal placement on any
likely rifle platform. lVith eye relief set at
a classJeading 95mm, finding a suitable
scope position is not going to be a probiem.

Having used all the top-notch European
scopes at some time or anotier, and a great

many others as we1l, I have no qualms in
stating that &e Swarovski Optik X5s are

among ttle finest. For the time being, the
range is limited and the current offering

fhe rifle used on ilre long6t lErgets is o Orcg
Dule, custm prciect .338 derivotlve of the
Cheic fmili, ltholds oround I40 groin3 ol
pourdcr behind o 3o0-groin VLD proixtlle. Becoi
inomgemepr rheug& mc odcronding mutl,e
broke-ws surprlslngb lighl, oboul rhe equivolet
of o .308 Winchestii Lugiilng ri 32tbonelled
Eornord ortlon, l6lb rlfli-in ihe l{ew Zeolond
Alps b not for the lainl-heotrad, however

won't suit everyone in this specralist
pursuit, but Swarovski's achievements
in this first release are a serious market
statement. I hope for further options in
either second focal plane subtension for
lowlight field application, or perhaps a firsl
focal plane alternative in the not too distar
future. The addition of 0.05 milrad reticle
and turret options would simply cover all
bases.

The optical clarity of these scopes and
the turret adjustments are simply a joy to
use. They are ciear, precise, repeatable an,

robust. The seals on these scopes can on1)

be tested over time, but none showed any
hint of fogging or failure. Given the range
of temperatures endured over the short
testing period 0ow 30Cs inside to -7C

outside) and Swarovski's product history
it's a reasonable expectation that there
should not be any problems in ttrat regard.

To cap it ali off, these scopes were teste,

bJ maly people at distances from 35Om
to 1586m. When it came down to the last
stages, eight shooters were given three
rounds each at the longest distance. The
target was a 760mm square, with a 250mrn
raund centre bull. A11 shooters hit the mair

target at least once, with multiple two- anc

three-round hits achieved. lho shots hit
the centre bull. This was conducted in 4.5(
temperatures with around 10 to 15kph and
blustering winds across three wind zones

at an elevation of 1000m. The time of flighr

te target was 22 seconds. What more can

be said about the performance of a system
producing results like that?

Swamvski X5 scopes have a recom-
mended retail price ofbetween $3890 for
the 3.5-18x50 non-illuminated model and

$4490 for the XSi 5-25x56 illuminated
model. For more information about the
Swarovski long-range X5 or the location
of a dealer near you, visit www.swarovski
optik.com o
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